WHAT IS VERIE?

Verie is an identity and location (I-LO) verification technology solution. By combining a proprietary smartphone-based identification application with an enterprise API, Verie allows government partners to verify that an individual is who they say they are, and where they’re supposed to be.

Verie technology is currently being launched in two government markets: Law Enforcement and Government Benefits.
WHAT PROBLEMS DOES VERIE ADDRESS?

Verie provides a solution to any government agency that needs to verify the identity and confirm the location of an individual at any given time.

• In Law Enforcement, 5.5 million on-the-street criminal offenders are under government supervision, with fewer than 2% of them being electronically monitored. Verie allows probation officers to monitor offenders anytime, anyplace.

• In State Unemployment Benefits, fraud losses are estimated to be in the billions, much of which is due to the State’s inability to properly identify and track recipients. Verie allows unemployment fraud to be prevented on multiple fronts.
HOW DOES VERIE WORK?

Partners connect with Verie through a secure API, which provides them with the means to deliver proprietary Verie technology to their end-users’ smartphones. After verifying a user’s identity, the Verie system can quickly re-verify a user anytime, anyplace.

* Verie will allow agencies to integrate this process as a white-label solution that is customized based on customer needs.
HOW DOES THE APP WORK?

• Verie creates a profile by taking a selfie of the user's face, then a snapshot of the front and back of the user’s Drivers License.

• Once the User’s ID is recorded and registered, their smartphone becomes their online proof of identity, no matter where they go.

• Government partners can then reach out to their users anytime, manually or automatically, and instantly verify their identity and physical location.
HOW DOES THE AGENCY SIDE WORK?

• Agency integrates Verie using the Enterprise API.

• Agent controls the use of Verie via a customized dashboard.

• Agent requests end-user to download and install app and register.

• Agent sends Verie requests to end-user choosing time, place, and manner options.

• Verie will include a Mobile Enterprise solution set for smartphones.
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JIM DROLSHAGEN  President | CEO | Co-Founder
Jim Drolshagen is the co-founder and CEO of Verie, a revolutionary digital security solution that turns smartphones into verified, virtual ID cards. A successful serial entrepreneur, Jim has vast experience in pioneering innovative software and cloud-based solutions across a broad range of industries. Having spent his career serving within leadership at both high-performing startups and Fortune 500 corporations, Jim brings a unique understanding of the data security challenges that large organizations face, as well as the entrepreneurial spirit and drive to deliver innovative results.

HEMANSHU NIGAM  Chief Security Officer | Co-Founder
One of the world’s foremost experts in online security, Hemanshu (Hemu) Nigam brings more than two decades of experience across a wide spectrum of both government and private industry to his position as Chief Strategist and Director of Online Security at Verie. An advisor to both the White House and the United Nations, Hemu has served as a federal prosecutor for child and Internet crimes, worked with Microsoft and the international law-enforcement community to create anti-virus programs, and held positions as Chief Security Officer for News Corporation and MySpace. He is a regularly featured as an expert on BBC, Businessweek, CNN, Financial Times, Fox News, The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, Good Morning America, and the CBS Early Show.
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ERIK McCauley  Vice President, Offender Monitoring Services

Erik McCauley is a 25-year veteran of law enforcement. He has over 15 years experience in complex digital investigation and is a certified Computer Forensic Analyst. As a Senior Deputy, Erik designed, implemented, and for over a decade managed the High Tech Digital Laboratory for one of the largest probation departments in the US. Since 1989, Erik has trained over 10,000 law enforcement officers how to protect our communities and manage offenders who have been released in our neighborhoods on probation or parole. He has been recognized on a local, state, and national level for his work and dedication in the areas of high-risk offender supervision and digital investigation. Erik regularly consults with decision makers in the areas of sex offender supervision legislation and policies.

Erik is a licensed Private Investigator, entrepreneur, innovator, and educator. He is widely felt to be one of the nation’s foremost experts in sex offender supervision and effective technology solutions for community supervision agencies. Erik heads up Verie’s Offender Management Service (OMS) products for probation and parole.

BILL STEWART  Vice President, Benefits Prevention Services

Bill Stewart is an industry recognized fraud detection expert and solution architect. He recently served as the Executive VP of Solutions and Innovation for Pondera Solutions, Inc., a national leader in public benefit fraud detection. At Pondera Bill architected the company’s analytical and visual fraud solutions for multiple verticals such as Medicaid, Unemployment Insurance, and SNAP/WIC/TANF. He also created the Special Investigations Intelligence Unit, and led the company’s fraud detection and innovation efforts for many years. Mr. Stewart graduated from Florida State University with a B.A. in International Affairs and Economics and also serves as a sworn officer in the Leon County Sheriff’s office as a reserve deputy sheriff.
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DANIEL J. MCDERMOTT  Advisor

Dan McDermott has served as Head, US Government Relations, for Visa Inc., Senior Vice President of Government Relations for Capital Holding Corporation. He will serve both on the Board and as a consultant in building Verie’s business within the online credit transaction market.

GARY BATEMAN  Director

Gary is a seasoned senior information technology executive with over 30 years leading technology teams in private industry and in state government. Most recently he served as CIO for Iowa Workforce Development where he implemented systems from Pondera Solutions, Inc., a national leader in public benefit fraud detection, to detect and prevent fraud in Unemployment Insurance payments. He recently won Government Technology Magazine’s Top 25 Doers, Dreamers, and Drivers for 2015.
Questions?

Call or Email:

Jim Drolshagen  
CEO/Cofounder  
jdrolshagen@verie.com  
630-667-4997

Hemu Nigam  
Chief Security Officer/Cofounder  
hnigam@verie.com  
310-909-6757